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Dear Mr. Dixon: JKnight

MSrinivasanSubject: Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station LRubenstein
Facility Operating License NPF-12 ACRS (16)

Reference: (a) Letter dated December 14, 1984, from O. W. Dixon, Jr., (SCE8G)
to H. R. Denton, (NRC)

By reference (a), you submitted information concerning the Emergency Diesel
Generator (DG) "B" Test performed at the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station on
November 30, 1984. You contend that the unsuccessful start of the DG was
attributed to the malfunction of equipment that is "not a part of the defined
DG unit design" as defined in Section C.2.e(2) of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.108,
" Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems

-

at Nuclear Power Plants." Therefore, the subject failure is not a valid failure.

We have reviewed your submittal and conclude that the DG "B" test performed on
November 30, 1984 is not a valid test failure in accordance with RG 1.108 guide-
lines. Our safety evaluation is enclosed.

Sincerely,

.

Thomas M. Novak, Assistant Director
for Licensing

Division of Licensing i

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: See next page
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Enclosure

'
The licensee has provided the following account of their DG test: The
situation which caused the start failure was a ground on both the positive
DC bus side of the Emergency Start Pushbutton (located on the main control
board) and the positive DC bus itself at penetration XRP0030-PS. In this4

condition two (2) current paths, where both energized from a common 125V DC
bus, were available to keep the Emergency Safeguards System (ESS) relay
energized: (1) the normal control circuit path and (2) the path through
the ground connection to the positive DC bus. On initiation of the UV test,
UV contacts opened which should have deenergized the ESS relt/ causing the
diesel to start. However, the current path through fuse FU-,.H284 and the,

ground loop back to the positive DC bus still existed. Under the pre-test
conditions the parallel current contribution to FU-AH284 was minimal, but
when the UV contacts opened the only path left to keep the ESS relay energized
was through the ground loop. This additional current exceeded the 6 amp rating
of the fuse, thus opening the circuit and allowing the ESS relay to drop out.
When this occurred, the diesel finally started and the test was completed.

:

The ground at the main control board resulted from the pushbutton rotating in,

its assembly and grounding on the metal enclosing the pushbutton. The ground
at XRP-0030-ES occurred when the circuit, which is not a portion of the diesel*

generator unit design, was energized after performing a modification to the
plant during the present refueling outage. This ground, in conjunction with

!. the pushbutton ground on the control board, prevented the successful start of
: the diesel generator within the required ten (10) seconds after the start

signal.
.

The pushbutton ground at the main control board alone would not have prohibited
a successful start of the DG; however, a second ground at the penetration kept
the ESS relay energized by completing the circuit through the ground at the,

main control board. Thus, this path prevented the DG from starting even though '

the DG ultimately started with the blowing of the fuse. This penetration
! circuit itself is not a part of "the defined DG unit design." Our telecon with
j. the licensee on December 20, 1984, revealed that their 125V DC system is equip-
'

ped with a ground detection device and had given intermittent indication of the
; grounding. They indicated that they provided an appropriate remedy at the time.
F

Our review of the subject DG operating history submitted by the licensee in
response to our generic letter 84-15, Diesel Generator Reliability, shows that|

the subject DG has had a total of 41 tests accumulated since it was licensed.
One failure which occurred in DG "B" on December 18, 1982 was reported while

| DG "A" has had no failures to date. Thus, it can be seen that the diesel
'

generators at Summer have proven to be very reliable.

In view of the above facts and that the failure was caused by a random grounding,

at a penetration which is not a part of the DG starting circuit, increasing thei

| DG test frequency for approximately the next 21 years is not necessary to improve
and demonstrate DG reliability. Conversely, we feel that any unnecessary, in-
creased testing may not be beneficial to the overall DG reliability in the long

| term.
;
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Therefore, basd on RG 1.108 guidelines and our review of the description of the
cause of the DG failure, we conclude that the DG "B" test performed on November 30,
1984, is not a valid test failure.

In an ungrounded DC system with a number of loads across the system, the
potential for various interactions and unwanted effects may result if multiple
grounds occur. Thus, it is essential when a ground indication occurs to ex-
peditiously and diligently seek the cause and provide a prompt remedy. The
licensee should follow up and carefully resolve any such future system degrada-
tion in view of the importance of the safety-related DC system and its critical
loads.
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